Prevention and control of emergent infectious disease with high specific antigen sensor.
This study aims to evaluate the application of a new type of high specificity antigen sensor in detecting the viruses in sudden infectious diseases. Influenza A (H1N1) virus immunosensor was used for the respective determination of the six kinds of antigens of H1N1, H3N2 viral protein, HA protein of H7N9, influenza B virus, adenovirus, and EV71 virus of same dilution degree on the Screen Printed Carbon Electrode (SPCE), so as to test the specificity of the detection method. In addition, various batches of chick embryo allantoic saliva dilution simulation samples were also detected on their recovery (accuracy), repeatability (precision), and stability. The results were as follows: the linear equation was y = 121.33x + 168; the slope of the linear equation was 121.33 nA/HA unit, representing the sensitivity; correlation coefficient was R2=0.9921 > 0.90. Using Statistical Analysis System (SAS) software, we found that: the W values of seven sets of data after Shapiro-Wilk detection were 0.853, 0.991, 0.901, 0.906, 0.825, 0.974, and 0.992, respectively; P values were 0.247, 0.831, 0.386, 0.405, 0.174, 0.691, and 0.821, respectively, all of which were greater than 0.05, suggesting that normality was met. The results of homogeneity test for variance were as follows: F = 2.44, P = 0.0775 > 0.05, suggesting that homogeneity of variance was met. The parametric test results were as follows: F = 19114.0, P < 0.0001, suggesting that there were obvious differences between testing data of the seven groups. The determination recovery rate of electrochemical immunosensor was 80-110%. Relative Standard Deviation (RSD) values of repeatability (precision) test of H1N1 influenza virus electrochemical immunosensor were 7.74%, 3.54%, and 2.01%, all of which were smaller than 10%. The signal response of H1N1 electrochemical immune biological sensor could still maintain more than 85% of the original signal within 30 days of storage. In conclusion, H1N1 electrochemical immune biosensor has good specificity and the test results are not affected by other viruses of the same type. Besides, it has good accuracy which can realize the accurate determination of A (H1N1) influenza virus in actual detection. Thus, the requirement of precision measurement of A (H1N1) flu virus detection can be met. Therefore, H1N1 electrochemical immune biosensors can be used in actual detection with good stability.